The corrections to muon decay due to electromagnetic interactions have been recalculated. Our results differ from those of Behrends, Finkelstein, and Sirlin, because those authors used an inconsistent method for handling the infrared divergences which arise separately in the real and virtual processes. The disagreement is especially significant near the end of the electron (positron) spectrum where our results indicate that the radiative correction to the Michel p parameter is approximately 1% larger than previously supposed, a result in the direction of increasing agreement between experiment and theory. With the radiative corrections to muon decay given here, the predicted value of the muon lifetime using the universal theory is (2.27&0.04) X 10 sec. As a preliminary to studying the decay of particles with structure, the P decay of the neutron is examined. This leads to an increase in the Coulomb P factor independent of the nuclear charge and of amount approximately 2.6%. As a result the universal coupling constant obtained from the decay of 0" is decreased to G= (1. 37&0.02) X 10 " erg cm' and increases the value of the muon lifetime to (2.33 &0 .05) In charge retention order, the decay of the muon (1) into an electron (2) and two neutrinos (3) and (4) with electromagnetic coupling has the interaction Lagrangian' Z;. =2%2G(grv"tees)(gsv, a&4)+eg'rv j A'r) +e(/san"j, ps)+Herm. conj. , (1) where v. a= v.(1+advs)/2 is the form of the universal beta interaction introduced by Feynman and Gell-Mann' and j" is the usual fourvector electromagnetic current. Applying perturbation theory, the decay process with electromagnetic interactions may be described to order e'6' by the six diagrams of Fig. 1 .
0" is decreased to G= (1. 37&0.02) X 10 " erg cm' and increases the value of the muon lifetime to (2.33 &0.05) )& 10 sec.
ECENT improvements in experimental techniques make it possible to observe the effects of radiative corrections on the electron (positron) spectrum in muon decay. These the Michel p parameter. The fact that there appears to be a discrepancy between theory and experiment warrants careful scrutiny of this situation in order that any disagreement be clearly understood. Since the effect of electromagnetic interaction is proportional to e' the radiative corrections to the probability of decay will be of order of a few percent.
In charge retention order, the decay of the muon (1) into an electron (2) and two neutrinos (3) and (4) with electromagnetic coupling has the interaction Lagrangian' Z;. =2%2G(grv"tees)(gsv, a&4)+eg'rv j A'r) +e (/san"j, ps) In such a case, a sum of the form+(M e)(M e) where the sum is over 3 directions of polarization may be expressed as 1
As is required, bj. is positive for 0&g &1.The diRerence between our result and that of B.F.S. is contained in X above and the expression V in Eq. (25d) of B.F.S. ' r To be completely consistent, one should add, in the virtual processes, the extra terms arising from using the propagator for a neutral spin-one particle with mass );n. However, since the source of these "vector mesons" is conserved no additional contributions will arise. 6 The integration of the differential transition probability over photon variables is done by using X.E'=); 2 and a lower limit of zero on the momentum. 0 instead we set co'= k' and integrate 4 with a lower limit );,the X would be replaced by V and we would obtain the results of B. F.S. But this latter procedure is not consistent with the method of handling the integrals used in calculating the contribution n1 from virtual photons.
' A copying error made in Eq. (4) 9 Since the result is independent of transverse waves and comes from the limit of large M, the same amount of In(M/m) should result if we treat the nucleus as a spin-zero particle and take for the "p" coupling (p~+pm)"f, y"p", where pq and ps refer to the momentum of the "nucleus" of charge Z and charge (Z -1), respectively. We have calculated this as a check and indeed Gnd the same amount of ln(M/m) term as before. Besides all the logarithmic factors discussed there are energy-dependent corrections from diagram A and from the process of inner bremsstrahlung. These have been calculated in complete detail and we 6nd that in addition to the usual Coulomb factor they make an average modification of the probability of decay by about s%%u~. Since this is presently below the limit of experimental resolution, we do not include these terms here.
The second possibility of large coefBcients comes from including the anomalous moments of the proton and neutron. If we attempt to compute the radiative corrections by treating the nucleons as bare point particles with anomalous moments, we find that the electromagnetic sects introduce quadratic as well as logarithmic divergences. It is necessary, in order that finite results be obtained, to cut off the integrals over virtual photon momenta by including the nucleon form factor. There are two problems that arise in this connection.
First, even with form factors the complete end result would not be 6nite as there remains the logarithmic
